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Product Innovation in Financial Services: A Survey 
Christopher O'Brien* 
Abstractt 
This paper considers product innovation in insurance and other financial 
services, an area where actuaries have an important role. It considers the 
proposition that there is no unique formula for success and that what works 
well in one situation may not work well in another. It first examines the sources 
of ideas for new products and, in particular, the role played by consumers, 
which is generally regarded as weak. It then looks at how ideas are imple-
mented, with particular importance attributed to cross-functional teams and 
the formality of the product development process. Then it considers how suc-
cess is measured (with the indirect as well as direct benefits of a development) 
and the factors that may distinguish success from failure. The paper concludes 
that there is no unique formula for success, but that there are some shared 
characteristics of firms that are good innovators; it is comforting to find that 
there are guidelines that firms can follow to improve their chances of success. 
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1 Introduction 
Consider the following questions: 
• Is there a unique secret for product innovation? 
• Or perhaps what works well in one situation may not work well in 
another? 
In this paper, we survey the answers to these questions; if innovation 
tends to be successful in some situations but not others, we explore the 
factors that help lead to success. In particular, some firms appear to be 
more efficient and successful innovators than others: what lies behind 
this? 
The paper analyzes the forces behind new products, how they are 
put into effect, and how they have an impact. In doing so, it recognizes 
that products are indeed different and that success factors can differ 
accordingly. 
Product innovation covers both changes to existing products and 
more extensive changes. The evidence is that the former category is the 
more common. Some product development effort will not involve inno-
vation, which implies something new. lohne (1993), looking at U.K. life 
and general insurers, found that most development work was updating 
existing products. Stern and Whittemore (1998), in a survey of U.S. life 
insurers, found that 85% of all initiatives in 1996 were small changes 
or line extensions. Ennew (1995b) refers to "product line stretching" 
or product proliferation having traditionally accounted for much of the 
product development activity in financial services. Strieter et al. (1997), 
in a survey of product managers in U.S. banks, found that they spend 
70% of their time managing existing products, 5% on product improve-
ment, only 5% on new product development, and 20% on other market-
ing activities. 
We usually regard innovation as a good thing. We need to be con-
scious, however, of the view that innovation can be excessive. It is 
certainly true that products can be complex. Abroe (1999) referred to 
long-term care products in the U.S. having a complex sales environment. 
Products typically have multiple benefit options and riders; it is not un-
common for a product to have more than 100 benefit options based 
on the possible combinations of benefit period, elimination period, and 
optional riders. Sandler (2002), conSidering medium- and long-term 
savings products in the U.K., concluded that there was a proliferation 
of products, some being fundamentally the same but marketed as dif-
ferent, and the sheer volume of products was overwhelming. From time 
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to time, regulators have attempted to address this issue through man-
dated product standardization, for example regarding Medicare sup-
plement policies in the u.s. We shall bear this problem in mind when 
considering the impact of product innovations. 
The paper is intended for those who have an interest in the man-
agement of product development, with the subject beirrgrelevant not 
only to product actuaries, but also to others such as senior manage-
ment and product managers. It is assumed that most readers will have 
had experience in developing products. To enhance our understanding 
of the management issues, however, the paper also considers the evi-
dence available from not only surveys of financial services firms, but 
also some more general surveys. 
The main topics covered in the following sections of the report are 
the three "I"s of innovation: 
• Ideas: Where do the ideas for development come from and why? 
• Implementation: How are ideas implemented? What are the key 
features? 
• Impact: How do we determine the success of a development and 
what distinguishes the successful from the less successful? 
2 Ideas 
In this section we consider the first of the three "I"s of innovation: 
ideas. Is there some unique secret for successful products? Firms are 
responsible for their products, and we consider how firms come up with 
new ideas, noting that factors from both the supply side and demand 
side are relevant. There are several other parties who can have an input 
to generating ideas. 
2.1 Firms 
2.1.1 Firm Size and Associated Factors 
We first consider whether the structure of an industry can affect the 
propensity of firms to innovate. 
Cohen and Levin (1989) considered the view that in an industry that 
was more concentrated, innovation was more likely (e.g., because firms 
could more easily appropriate the fruits of their work) or less likely (e.g., 
because firms developed inertia). They concluded that the majority of 
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studies find a positive relationship between market concentration and 
research and development expenditures. There are a number of sig-
nificant industry effects. Furthermore, the causality may be that past 
innovation leads to concentration rather than high concentration being 
the cause. It is therefore possible, they conclude, that market concen-
tration may exercise no independent effect on R&D intensity. 
They also considered different views about the effect of firm size 
on innovative activity. Economies of scale is one of the arguments pre-
sented in favor of large firms being expected to be more innovative; 
small firms requiring finance for innovation may also suffer capital mar-
ket disadvantages. Alternatively, as firms grow large, efficiency in in-
novation may be undermined through loss of managerial control and 
inability to reward those individuals who have key roles in innovation. 
Murray (1976), in a survey of U.S. insurers, found that innovations 
sprung from firms of all sizes. Indeed, Cohen and Levin (1989) found 
the evidence on the effect of firm size to be inconclusive. In certain 
circumstances, however, size may well be relevant; for example, if there 
are expensive technological developments, large firms may find these 
easier to implement. [See Edgett, 1993, in a survey of U.K. building 
societies (residential mortgage providers).] 
The age of firms may be important; new firms may be especially 
innovative. In the U.K., Her Majesty's Treasury (2001) said that new 
entrants have begun to challenge existing firms to change their ways. 
2.1.2 Adversity 
Nickell, Nicolitsas, and Patterson (2001), in a general survey, found 
significant evidence that innovation in management techniques was en-
couraged by adversity; not only did firms need to change to avoid fi-
nancial difficulties, but the slack demand gave them the resources to 
innovate. 
We can also see examples in financial services firms striving to in-
novate when they have been in difficulty. Low interest rates have made 
many traditional insurance products expensive for insurers, who have 
been forced to put more effort into new products, including unit-linked 
policies; for example, in China, the first unit-linked policy was intro-
duced in 1999 (Zhou, 2000). 
A further area where insurers are expected to come under pressure 
is the increased availability of genetic testing, which could threaten the 
viability of protection products. But this could also be a stimulus to 
new products; one possibility is a combination of long-term care and 
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pension, although regulatory resistance to genetic testing being used 
in conjunction with insurance may hinder developments. 
2.1 .3 Strategy 
Successful innovation may depend on whether innovation is a key 
element in a firm's strategy. The Design Council (2000) had an initiative 
to find the most innovative products and services in 1995-99 in the U.K. 
and concluded: "The lasting impression of these companies is of the 
sheer energy and commitment with which innovation is pursued .... 
They are out at the leading edge, driven by a deep-rooted, company-
wide passion for innovation." 
Edgett (1993) referred to studies on tangible new product develop-
ment, where a strong strategic focus was related to successful innova-
tion. In his own work on building societies, he found a general lack of 
strategic focus on product innovation, perhaps related to the relative 
informality with which the activity is undertaken (see 3.5). By having 
a strong strategic focus combined with good development practices, a 
firm's success rate can be increased. 
2.1.4 Organizational Structure, Individuals, and Creativity 
Bharadwaj and Menon (2000) investigated the hypothesis that inno-
vation is a function of individual efforts and organizational systems to 
facilitate creativity. In a general survey of U.S. firms, they found evi-
dence to support this, especially from organizational systems (such as 
a formal idea generation program), although it was individual creativity 
that was emphasized by firms in the financial services sector. 
Adams, Day, and Dougherty (1998) identified organizational learn-
ing barriers to new product development (ambiguity, compartmental-
ized thinking, and inertia) and identified steps to overcome them. An 
important step that they identify is the use of cross-functional ap-
proaches. 
Johne and Pavlidis (1996) considered banks introducing derivative 
products and found that three of the four most active innovators were 
structured on a product basis. The fourth, and the less active, banks 
were organized on a functional input basis. The most active also placed 
significantly more emphasis on marketing than the less active, consis-
tent with the findings of other work. It was also noted that the less ac-
tive innovators frequently place heaviest emphasis on getting technical 
features right before selling operations started in earnest; in contrast, 
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the most active, while accepting that technology is important, regarded 
it as insufficient on its own. 
It is useful to review a study of insurers. lohne and Davies (1999) 
consider approaches to stimulating change in mature (general) insur-
ance companies. They use the analysis of Peters and Waterman (1982) 
to develop hypotheses that innovation will be more common where: 
• Strategy: a more balanced mix of innovation types is pursued, and 
there was a greater emphasis on major as opposed to incremental 
innovations; 
• Style: there is an emphasis on a participative transformational 
leadership style; 
• Shared values: there is closer agreement on objectives; 
• Structure: formal levels in the organizational hierarchy are fewer; 
there is a greater customer focus to the formal structure; and there 
is less centralization of decision-making by top management; 
• Systems: formalization and centralization of systems is relatively 
low; but standardization in the use of cross-functional teamwork 
is higher, reflecting an atmosphere that had been freed from the 
bureaucratic strangulation that characterizes more mature orga-
nizations; 
• Staff: a higher proportion of staff is working on front-end business 
activities; and 
• Skills: there is a wider range of trained functional specialists. 
They studied eight mature U.K. insurers (mostly foreign-owned) and 
found that the "pacesetters" had chief executives who adopted a dicta-
torial style of management: they were destructive, not showing a caring 
attitude to incumbent staff, and were breaking down existing organiza-
tional structures. After this phase, however, they went into "building-
up" mode, where they hired new specialist staff and changed to a far 
more participatory style. Pacesetter chief executives introduced new 
systems of management that displayed features of new-style organiza-
tions, with the emphasis not on strategy and structure but on shared 
values, staff, and skills. Appreciation of marketing played a key role, 
and they insisted that market opportunities provided a direction for 
organizational change. 
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2.1.5 Competitors 
McGoldrick (1994) referred to the importance for financial services 
firms of gaining ideas from competitors. A firm may prefer to be a 
"copycat" developer; once the innovator has blazed the trail, the me-
chanics of design and, where necessary, regulatory approval or filings 
become easier. Edgett (1993) described the norm in building societies 
as "me-too" products. 
The reference in Section 2.1.2 to unit-linked life policies is an exam-
ple of the spread of products internationally. There can, however, be 
barriers to overcome. Products designed to meet a local regulatory or 
tax environment are not intended to be migrated elsewhere. Customer 
inertia may mean that countries have their own likes and dislikes, and it 
can be difficult to break in; Cruickshank (2000) shows how a number of 
countries have adopted different directions in innovations in banking 
services, some being more innovative than others. In some instances 
the local traditions are important; for example, some continental Eu-
ropean countries have traditionally favored partiCipating life insurance 
products, and it has taken some time for unit-linked products to get 
off the ground. It may be that common technological developments 
will help speed the transmission of technology-based products, except 
that where the technology is replacing human intervention, we would 
expect differences in how countries respond to this. Notwithstanding 
these problems, there have been some successes; for example, critical 
illness products were invented in South Africa and are now important 
elsewhere. 
2.1.6 Reinsurers and Merchant Banks 
We also note that reinsurers and merchant banks promote new ideas 
to financial services firms; they are relying on those firms to sell the 
products to retail customers. 
2.1 .7 Market Potential 
Notwithstanding the criticism that the financial services industry 
has taken insufficient account of customers needs (see Section 2.2), 
there clearly are areas where innovations have taken place as firms see 
a market for a new product. For example, internet insurance, while 
technologically-driven, falls into this category. The Faculty and Insti-
tute of Actuaries (2001) indicates that we can expect to see demographic 
changes driving a growing range of disinvestment products; Shifman 
I 
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(1999) emphasizes the opportunities for insurers in the area of im-
mediate annuities, while Wadsworth, Findlater, and Boardman (2001) 
demonstrate that this is already happening as new types of annuity 
products develop. 
Products may have their life cycle, as referred to by Ennew (1995a) 
and Diacon and Watkins (1995). The phases of introduction, growth, 
maturity, and decline imply that there are incentives for innovation as 
the decline stage approaches. 
2.1.8 Comments 
Several authors have summarized the main motivations for innova-
tion. For example, Friedwald (1991), reviewing product development in 
life insurance, put forward the following categories: 
• Defensive (to address an old product nearing the end of its useful 
life); 
• Aggressive (to meet new markets or new demands); 
• Legislative (i.e., driven by laws or regulations); and 
• Financial (to make better use of capital, to optimize the company's 
tax position or reduce exposure to risk). 
lohne and Davies (2000) concluded that mature general insurers 
emphasized "market innovation," i.e., new ways of reading and serv-
ing markets, concerned with entry into market segments that were 
new to the company. Also important were product innovation, to en-
sure that appropriate offers are available to serve chosen markets, and 
process innovation, to reduce costs. Dixon (1990) referred to profit-
maximization as the role of company management, and factors such as 
new technology, changing patterns of demand, and tax issues that could 
lead to product innovations. In addition he referred to the "marketing 
edge" that can come from a firm that is quick to spot and develop a new 
opportunity. Furthermore, a product that is unique can be charged at a 
higher premium than otherwise (although copycats mean this may not 
last for long). Last, he mentioned the validity of developing new prod-
ucts that can demonstrate to the market that the firm has a go-ahead 
image. On the other hand, there were dangers of developing products 
merely to respond to a request from the sales force. Insurance man-
agers often regard themselves as facing a conundrum: is their customer 
the end-customer or the distribution force? 
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McGoldrick (1994, page 200) says it is rare for there to be one over-
riding source or innovation for a product innovation: "Most often we 
see an evolutionary process, driven by competitive forces, technolog-
ical change and, hopefully, retailers' perceptions of customer needs." 
He goes on to say that the impetus for a differentiating factor may have 
an internal or external source. It may come from specialist in-house 
research or from an agency. It could be a junior employee who works 
closely with the customer. It could be regulation. Or it could be com-
petitors. 
While there is a variety of research results, we can highlight the 
following conclusions: 
• Adversity is a stimulus to innovation (though not necessarily suc-
cessful); 
• There is no one type of firm that is successful at innovation, al-
though innovation activity may be a particular characteristic of 
new firms; 
• A positive factor is if a firm emphasizes innovation in its strategy 
and products in its organizational structure; and 
• The stimuli to innovation include the ability to identify market 
potential as well as supply-side factors. 
2.2 Customers 
2.2.1 Customer Influence 
Customer influence in financial services is arguably low. Knights, 
Sturdy, and Morgan (1994) have indicated that although financial ser-
vices firms appear to have paid more attention to marketing, this still 
is not very significant. De Brentani (1993) has argued that financial 
services firms have not taken advantage of customers as an important 
source of ideas. McGoldrick (1994) indicates that some firms are very 
weak at harnessing customers' ideas. Abercromby and Hall's (1994) 
survey of U.K. life insurers found that direct customer research rarely 
occurs in developing new products. Akamavi, Thwaites, and Burgess 
(1999) indicate that financial services firms have a greater need to in-
volve customers in new product development. Oliver (2000) commented 
on unit-linked policies with charging systems of "mind-boggling com-
plexity and confusability." Sandler (2001, 2002), reviewing medium-
and long-term retail saving, concluded that the general picture is one 
of weak consumer influence. 
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In a 2002 report, PwC Consulting refer to the market for retail finan-
cial services being increasingly commoditized 1 as new channels erode 
entry barriers.2 Although this is more prevalent in banking products 
compared to life insurance, the title of PwC's report ("Simplify to Suc-
ceed") may have a valuable message. Simpler products can be helpful, 
given the low level of financial understanding of most of the popUlation. 
Given that many life assurance products will be on a firm's systems for 
20 years or more, it can be a material advantage if the firm avoids com-
plications that will make processing more difficult-relevant for both 
the computers (where systems will probably have to be rewritten before 
all the policies come to the end of their lifetime) and the insurer's staff. 
2.2.2 Customers and Innovation 
Mohammed-Salleh and Easingwood (1993) found from interviews 
and a questionnaire survey of financial institutions that test market-
ing is rarely conducted as part of product development. There can be a 
number of valid reasons for this, incltlding the difficulty of producing 
test market conditions and the threat that details of the new product 
may be leaked to competitors, in a situation where copying can be cheap 
and quick. 
We should not assume that non-financial firms always carry out 
proper market assessments with customer inputs, as this is not the 
case (Adams, Day, and Dougherty, 1998). Nevertheless, the evidence 
does not lead to confidence that customers have an input to innova-
tion. There is a contrary point, however: perhaps the really excellent 
firms know their business so well that they can take short cuts that oth-
ers cannot afford to take. While there are risks in this, it is the sensible 
taking of risks that leads to superior performance for shareholders. 
Section 2.1.7 shows that market potential can lead to innovation. 
Ennew (l995b) refers to the launch of a new telephone banking ser-
vice (First Direct) in 1989 as an example of the successful anticipation 
of changing customer needs. In the survey by Abercromby and Hall 
(1994) of U.K. life insurers, all respondents said that meeting an iden-
lIn economics a commodity is an "undifferentiated good or service," such as sugar, 
wheat, or rice, so there is little difference between sugar, wheat, or rice from seller X or 
seller Y. A good or service is said to be commoditized when it moves from the status 
of a "differentiated good or service" to a commodity. 
2The PwC Consulting report, Simplify to Succeed, was originally published in 
2002 by PricewaterhouseCoopers, which, since then, has been taken over by 
IBM Consulting. The report is available thorough IBM Consulting's website at: 
<http://www-S.ibm.com/services/it/e_strategy/fspov.html> 
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tified market need was the most important reason for launching a new 
product. 
2.3 Intermediaries 
The large proportion of insurance sales though intermediaries means 
they may have an important role in the industry. Iqbal (1988) explains 
the philosophy of Liberty Life of South Africa as regarding as its cus-
tomers not the public but its wide network in the broking fraternity, its 
full-time agents, and branch managers. It attached by far the most im-
portance to the brokers and agents from whom it obtained the greatest 
intelligence. Coupled with a commitment to innovation, this has helped 
the company's growth. 
The following example from Iqbal (1988) shows the importance of 
distribution: the relevance of the form of distribution (direct sales or 
broker) and the way in which office size can be significant through its 
distribution power. He describes how a small unit-linked office intro-
duced the first unit-linked whole life policy in 1973. Volumes of busi-
ness were small. In 1977 the largest direct selling office began the same 
idea, with a number of new product features. Sales picked up after 12 
months of sluggish sales. Then a new broker-only office introduced a 
variation on the product, but "its sales were modest because interme-
diaries had not yet accepted unit-linked whole life plans as readily as 
direct salesmen." 
Gupta and Westall (1993, pages 32-33) describe the introduction of 
universal life policies in the U.S.: 
The product was originally introduced as a simpler prod-
uct than conventional whole life which would have more 
consumer appeal, and hence be easier to sell ... Because it 
was easier to sell, margins and commissions were lower, but 
there was no attempt to change the distribution from that 
used for more complex life assurance. Thus there was a mis-
match between the product and distribution, and the prod-
uct was not a success. After some time of non-success the 
product was withdrawn, and a new more complex version 
with higher margins and commission was introd'uced. Thus 
the product and distribution were matched and the product 
became a success. 
Some would question whether more complexity and higher costs 
represented a success for consumers. The ability to link the new prod-
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uct with distribution system is clearly crucial, and the example illus-
trates the problems if the focus is on the end-customer to the exclusion 
of the distribution channel. 
Bradshaw (1995) refers to the salesman as the single greatest source 
of information for product development; however, his timescale is the 
date of the next commission payment, so there is the potential for con-
flict with the longer-term perspective of the company. Oliver (2000) 
refers to addition of a loanback facility to personal penSions, sales 
through independent financial advisers having required this. However, 
he comments that rather than being a helpful innovation, this was a 
great complication and rarely used. 
Her Majesty's Treasury (2001) said that it has been possible to over-
engineer products to appeal more to advisers than customers. This 
typically introduces such complexity that it can be almost impossible 
for people to select financial products without advice. The Faculty and 
Institute of Actuaries (2001) also commented that the active interme-
diary market is one reason why innovation in charging structures is 
restricted. 
Milton (1996), in a survey of U.S. life insurers, showed that the main 
current driver for product development was agents; however, compa-
nies wished to see a much higher role accorded to consumers. This 
would also need better market intelligence, which many thought was 
deficient. 
2.4 Government 
2.4.1 Regulatory Restrictions 
Clearly there are some areas where government regulates the form 
of products it will permit to be marketed. This constrains innovation. 
It means that there are opportunities for firms when regulations change 
and opportunities for firms to anticipate and influence trends in regu-
lation. 
The degree of product regulation varies between countries. For ex-
ample, in the U.S., the National Association of Insurance Commissioners 
(NAIC) adopted the Variable Life Insurable Model (VLI) regulation, which 
establishes certain mandatory policy design characteristics and policy 
provisions. The regulation also covers the qualifications of a company 
to conduct VLI business, operations of VLI separate accounts, reserve 
requirements, and the information to be sent to applicants and policy-
holders (Black and Skipper, 2000, page 103). 
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More generally, U.S. states require (or will accept) life insurance con-
tract forms that contain, in substance, provisions as recommended by 
NAIC, relating to, for example, the grace period, apportionment of divi-
dends, surrender values, and options and policy loans (Black and Skip-
per, 2000, page 952). 
In many countries of the European Union there were rules requir-
ing companies to submit proposed new policies to the regulator be-
fore approval. This was widely regarded as putting a brake on innova-
tion. For example, the German motor insurance industry had standard-
ized contracts, regulated premiums, and uniform calculation methods. 
Finsinger, Hammond, and Tapp (1985) highlighted the greater division 
of risk categories in the less regulated U.K. market compared to Ger-
many, where product variety was less. When new EU Directives were 
implemented in 1994, there was greater freedom for insurers, with the 
abolition of the prior approval conditions. We then saw German firms 
moving to introduce new rating factors such as the age of the car, the 
mileage covered, and whether the car was garaged (Wein, 2002). 
Finsinger, Hammond, and Tapp (1985) also referred to a much freer 
market for life insurance in the U.K. compared to Germany. The U.K. 
market used a greater number of risk factors and greater product va-
riety. They said (page 92): "Due to the strict regulation in the West 
German life insurance market there is much less innovation in estab-
lishing new products as contract terms are standardized by the regula-
tory agency." The constraints were reduced in the 1990s. 
There are also stimuli to change arising from the regulations on 
how to calculate provisions for certain product types. We are expect-
ing changes in insurance accounting as the International Accounting 
Standards Board works to establish a new standard for accounting for 
insurance contracts; this may lead to behavioral responses, including 
changes in the direction of product development effort. 
2.4.2 Market Failure Reasons for Intervention 
Governments may intervene in product development as a result of a 
view that the market has not performed adequately. This is not a paper 
on regulation as such, but it is worth emphasizing these concerns. 
Her Majesty's Treasury (2001) indicated (paragraph 22): "Too many 
[U.K.] financial services firms have been cynical about their customers' 
interests-more interested in devising creative ways of hiding profit 
centers than building real value for their customer." This, it argued, 
has led to complex products with confusing detail hidden in the small 
print. A recent intervention in the U.K. has been the introduction of 
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stakeholder pensions, a cash accumulation product where 75% of the 
fund at retirement is to be converted into an annuity. The product de-
sign was essentially done by the government, who imposed a maximum 
charge of 1% p.a. of the fund. The aim is to provide a simpler and bet-
ter value-for-money pension product (with no front-end loading) than 
had typically been available. The new rules on participating policies 
under stakeholder pensions have led some companies to develop new 
types of product. For example, Leahy (2001) describes how one office 
decided not to offer the guarantees traditionally offered under partic-
ipating policies, arguing that such guarantees were costly to provide 
and doubting whether policyholders really want, at the outset, a spot 
guarantee applicable at one point in time, perhaps many years ahead. 
2.4.3 Taxation 
Government tax policy may lead directly to the introduction of new 
products. For example, in the U.S., the Tax Reform Act of 1984 cre-
ated a niche market for single premium life products, only for this to 
be ended with a new definition of "modified endowment contracts" in 
legislation in 1988. This led to companies raising the interest rates they 
were offering, and "Aggressive companies like Executive Life pushed the 
junk-bond mania beyond the limits and failed" (Baldwin, 1994, page 4). 
In France, Predica was instrumental in developing bons de capital-
ization. These were long-term contracts mostly in the form of single 
premium policies and, until 1988, were the only products that enabled 
French savers to accumulate capital and to get tax relief at the end of the 
period. In the U.K. the government has introduced new product types 
with tax advantages designed to promote saving (Tax Exempt Special 
Savings Accounts, Personal Equity Plans, Individual Savings Accounts). 
Financial services firms may be uncomfortable with some of the in-
trusions by government. It is up to them, however, to make the most 
of it; for example, by deSigning features of their products around the 
basic requirements; by identifying appropriate market needs that can 
be met; and by using the optimum service delivery mechanism. For a 
number of firms, these products have been a significant part of their 
sales. 
2.4.4 Other Policy Objectives 
Governments may also have objectives relating to health and pen-
sion provision or other benefits (such as unemployment benefit) and 
rely on providers to playa part in this. 
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For example, U.S. insurers have health insurance products that pro-
vide coverage that supplements the benefits provided by governmental 
health insurance plans. For example, the Medicare wraparound policy 
provides benefits that cover the deductibles and coinsurance amounts 
that individuals must personally pay under Medicare (Health and Skip-
per, 2000). 
In Germany there were reforms of the pension system in 2001, which 
has led to the opportunity for life insurers to develop Riester policies. 
There were also incentives to provide private disability cover as a re-
sult of reductions in public disability benefits available from the state 
pension system. Daykin and Lewis (1999) refer to developments in a 
number of countries where there has been a cutback in state pension 
benefits and encouragement for private sector financial services firms 
to enter the market with products designed accordingly. 
2.5 Technology 
Technology plays an important role in innovation, both from a mar-
keting and administrative perspective. For example, universal life in-
surance" in the U.S. could not be marketed without the aid of computer-
generated customized illustrations; neither could it be administered 
effectively if insurers relied on manual as opposed to computerized 
procedures. 
The internet is now bringing further innovations, although there 
have been a number of comments that insurers have been slow in adopt-
ing e-commerce, e.g., Bukowski (1999). Rakovska (2001) refers to gen-
eral insurance having made a number of advances, but internet devel-
opment is slower where financial services depend on the aid and skill 
of individual agents. In life insurance, Pugh (2003) refers to term insur-
ance being most commonly sold on the internet, this being a relatively 
simple product; there are several attempts to sell annuities but hardly 
any for universal life, where the complexity requires agent intervention. 
It is not just a case of the internet being an alternative distribu-
tion system: it needs other changes. Underwriting term in'surance sold 
through the internet has led to the development of new underwriting 
tools, the goal being to have the trade-off between price and conve-
nience at an acceptable level to minimize anti-selection (Pugh, 2003). 
The above innovations could not have arisen without the technolog-
ical revolution. We may speculate that further changes in technology 
will lead to continued innovation in product deSign, terms, distribution, 
and administrative processes. It is also plausible to think that geopolit-
ical regions less technologically advanced can learn from the growing 
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pains of those more advanced, although the cultural and regulatory 
circumstances of the former can be expected to produce outcomes rel-
evant for their situations rather than necessarily replicating what has 
happened before. 
We should also remember, from a slightly different perspective, the 
influence of developments in financial economics, including the Black-
Scholes and Merton papers on option pricing in the 1970s. Miller (1992) 
comments: "The extent to which academic thinking and criticism pre-
figured the great wave of financial innovations of the 1970s and 1980s 
is still too little appreciated." 
An example of a new derivative-based product is a guaranteed equity 
product, which can be offered by life insurers or other financial institu-
tions. This type of contract has in mind the wishes of many customers 
to receive the benefits of equity returns, but with the safeguards of a 
guarantee. Nevertheless, the amount foregone by customers to pay for 
these benefits may be judged high in relation to what are thought tobe 
typical levels of risk-aversion that lead to the wish for guarantees (Can-
tor and Sefton, 2002). Similarly, we note the comment by Brizeli (1999) 
that Canadian life offices offering a segregated fund with a guaranteed 
maturity benefit (GMB) find that few reinsurers are prepared to accept 
the GMB risk at a marketable price. This exemplifies that the process 
of understanding and meeting customers' needs is not easy. 
2.6 Comments 
We have seen from the above that there are different ways in which 
the ideas for innovations can arise. There may be external stimuli from 
government and technology as well as initiatives coming from firms 
themselves. And in some cases the driver will be some new aspect of 
market potential. It is worth highlighting a number of points from the 
discussion: 
• It is common for financial services firms not to involve customers 
deeply in the product innovation process, hence with risks that 
planned sales will not materialize; 
• The success of an innovation may well depend on how the firm 
copes with distribution issues; 
• Some regulation can stifle innovation, but there is also the poten-
tial to produce innovation geared to the particular circumstances 
of the rules, including tax rules; and 
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• Technology has been a large stimulus to innovation, involving 
new designs rather then merely replicating existing processes and 
products. 
We can also see here the potential for innovation in one area does 
not always translate into other areas of the industry. Clearly there are 
cases where a product is developed to meet local regulatory needs, in-
cluding tax incentives and to link in with public benefit systems, and 
these cannot be easily replicated. Furthermore, banks and general and 
life insurers interact with their customers in different ways. Therefore, 
innovations may be acceptable in one context but not another. For ex-
ample, a bank may offer a new product where it has discretion to vary 
the terms of the contract over time. Customers' experience of banks 
may be such that this is (or is not) acceptable, whereas they may take a 
different view of an insurer introducing such a product because of dif-
ferent past experiences of contacts with insurers. Therefore, the rela-
tionship between the customer and the financial services firm (including 
its distribution network) may affect the acceptability of an innovation. 
3 Implementation 
3.1 Implementation Processes 
We here consider how firms implement new ideas and attempt to 
identify the factors that are more likely to lead to success. 
The general marketing literature describes the key stages in the 
product development process. For example, Booz, Allen, and Hamil-
ton (1982) refer to: 
• New product development strategy, followed by 
• Idea generation, then 
• Screening, then 
• Development and testing, and finally 
• Launch. 
McGoldrick (1994) presents a more detailed process for financial prod-
ucts. 
Stern and Whittemore (1998) describe the following steps for use by 
insurers: 
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• Company objective and strategic direction, followed by 
• Idea generation/screening, then 
• Preliminary design, then 
• Detailed design and economics, then 
• Detailed systems development, then 
• Go to market, and finally 
• Performance tracking. 
Ritzke (1992) refers to product development in small insurance com-
panies, which tend to make greater use of external resources such as 
reinsurers, auditors, and actuarial consultants. This shows that firms 
need to adapt processes to their own circumstances. 
Product development processes have also been changing rapidly: a 
U.S. survey by Milton (1996) showed that 40% of life insurers had made 
significant changes to their process within the previous year. 
3.2 Speed 
Two surveys indicate that implementation of a new product idea 
is quite slow. In the U.S., Milton (1996) showed that the average time 
for implementing a new life insurance product from idea to selling was 
six to twelve months in most companies. The need for prior approval 
in most of 50 separate jurisdictions for insurers carrying on business 
nationwide can be a significant factor, although this could change if fed-
erallife insurance charters become available in the future. The process 
has been longer still in the U.K.: Abercromby and Hall (1994) showed 
that the length of time from the idea/concept being accepted by senior 
management (not from the idea itself) to the first policy being issued 
was twelve to eighteen months in the majority of companies. In both 
the U.S. and the UK., there were concerns that these time lags should 
be shorter. 
Milton (1996) identified the following features of firms that were 
taking under six months: 
• They were product-driven companies with a strong belief that on-
going product development was the best way to compete; 
• They had stronger senior management support than average for 
product development; 
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• They had a formal implementation plan in which marketing ma-
terials were developed early, and there was good communication 
between departments; 
• Most of the product development efforts were used for simple line 
extensions and price revisions; and 
• They were more satisfied than average with respect to their strate-
gic planning process and product strategy. 
The benefits of rapid product development are largely intangible, 
however, according to Drew's (1995) survey of u.s. banks and insurers. 
Such intangible benefits include projecting a more innovative image 
with customers and appearing to be more competitive. The correlation 
between speed and revenues was, however, marginal. Competitive fac-
tors and customer pressures were driving the search for quicker prac-
tices. His recommendations to managers were: 
• Commitment to speed must come from the top and be promoted 
throughout the organization; 
• A proactive approach to technology is needed; 
• People must be motivated and rewarded; 
• Strategies and goals for accelerating products to market must be 
developed; and 
• New style organizational structures must be created, and a new 
mindset of fast paced competition must be developed. 
Nevertheless, for a genuinely new product, a shorter development 
time may be critical to avoid being preempted by competitors. Daniel 
and Tomkin (1999) illustrate this with First Direct, the telephone bank 
in the U.K. 
3.3 Cross-Functional Teams 
Many writers have highlighted the benefits of cross-functional teams 
in product innovation. Ittner and Larcker (1997), in a general survey, 
reported that cross-functional teams could increase the amount and va-
riety of information to design products and help spot problems earlier 
in the process. Griffin (1997) found that cross-functional teams can be 
beneficial in reducing product development cycle times, although there 
were interactions with other factors. 
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Sethi, Smith, and Park (2001), in a survey, reported on 141 cross-
functional product development teams and found that innovativeness 
was positively related to: 
• The team having its own identity, rather then retaining old func-
tional objectives, ideas, and stereotypes (so-called high superor-
dinate identity); 
• Encouragement to take risks; 
• Customers' influence; and 
• Active monitoring of the project by senior management. Beyond a 
moderate level, social cohesion among team members has a neg-
ative effect on innovativeness (group think often arises in highly 
cohesive groups). 
Olson et al. (2001), in a general survey, stressed that the importance 
of functional co-operation varied by stage of project and with the de-
gree of innovativeness. Henard and Szymanski (2001) found, from a 
questionnaire survey, that functional diversity can play an important 
role in some tasks, such as the generation of ideas, but may be less 
important in some other areas. 
lohne (1993) reports the increasing use of project or venture teams 
by general insurers, though in a number of companies these were being 
used by top management as a mechanism to drive through changes 
within and between traditional fiefdoms. 
Bradshaw (1995, pages 6-7) considers the potential conflicts: "Mar-
keting would want a new product to be the most innovative to create the 
most impressive press coverage. Sales would want the cheapest, best, 
quickest to get commission out of .... Actuarial [departments] go for 
complicated products." Perhaps the key is balancing the roles so that 
there is no undue domination by anyone and having high superordinate 
identity in the project team. 
3.4 Internal Marketing to Distribution Channels 
Cross-functional teams help the development process, but success 
can also depend on the developers selling what they are doing to the 
distribution channels and other parts of the firm. lohne and Pavlidis 
(1996) found that the more innovative banks (for derivatives) go to great 
lengths to explain developments to the dealers and brokers who will be 
selling their new product. In a general survey, Atuahene-Gima (1997) 
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stresses that the sales force's commitment to a new product cannot 
be taken for granted and suggests a number of factors that influence 
this: factors include their perception of the firm's commitment to new 
products and their problem-solving style. 
Strieter et al. (1997) reported several product managers in banks ex-
pressing concern about co-ordination problems when introducing new 
products. Banks use many locations, and when branch offices and affil-
iates did not understand the product or the reason for its introduction, 
the chance of success was lower. The areas identified as problematic 
included lack of training for and educating of line offices, the changing 
banking environment, and having a diverse international sales force. 
Several product managers said they had the general responsibility for 
new product introductions without the necessary authority to imple-
ment sub-programs effectively. This is evidence that different parts of 
the financial services sector need to cope with their specific distribution 
issues if they are to be successful innovators. 
3.5 Formality 
Is innovation a formal or an informal process, and is this related to 
success? 
Vrakking and Cozijnsen (1993), in a general survey, describe the 
classical approach to innovation as an individual process, ungovernable 
and uncontrollable; more or less accidental; and unpredictable. They 
contrast the modern approach which views it as a multi-disciplinary 
group process; guided and controllable; more than just adaptation of 
an existing product; a process by jumps and starts, but predictable. 
They set out the four main phases of innovation as generation of ideas, 
initiation, implementation, and incorporation. They discuss these in 
some detail. For example, the conditions for successful implementation 
were: 
• Demonstrate the need for the innovation; 
• Make the innovation integral for your organization (department); 
• Use a step-by-step approach; 
• Ensure a fast execution of every step; irreversibility; and sound 
management of the project; 
• Reserve in advance the resources for implementation; 
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• Create an effective form for the broad participation of your de-
partment; 
• Make sure there is a balance between substantive and process in-
novations; and 
• Make sure you take enough time to implement the innovation. 
There is evidence that product innovation in financial services is of-
ten informal. Edgett (1993), studying building societies, indicated that 
only 13% had written guidelines for new product development; 76% 
had informal or ad hoc approaches. There can be benefits, however, 
from cumulative experience in product development. Riek (2001), in 
a general survey, emphasizes the merits of checklists to capture the 
lessons of new product development and ensure that minor tasks are 
not missed; this complements the cumulative experience of the project 
team. This links with the finding of Johne and Pavlidis (1996) that the 
administrative procedures of the more innovative banks (in derivatives) 
were more standardized and formal than those of the less active inno-
vators. 
Johne (1993) found that product development in insurance had be-
come more systematic, with clear evidence of a sophisticated approach 
to analyzing markets and greater marketing department input. Poor 
market information usage, however, contributed to the failure to envis-
age more radical amendments to what was offered. Stern and Whitte-
more (1998), considering U.S. insurers, found that efficient companies 
create a project plan and implementation standards based on internal 
experience and best practice derived from other companies. Companies 
can improve their product development efficiency by devising bench-
mark performance measures and identifying best practice product de-
velopment and project management techniques. 
De Brentani (1993) examined 106 new services from 37 financial 
services firms, about half of which were successful. He found that the 
most significant positive factors were: 
• A supportive, high-involvement environment, with good commu-
nication throughout and support from top management; and 
• A formal and extensive launch program. 
Milton (1998) refers to good product developers having a deliber-
ate process that they use to generate new ideas, balancing reactive ap-
proaches (such as listening to customers and agents) and proactive ap-
proaches (conducting market research and competitive analysis). Gold-
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stein (2002) describes one life office's product development process, 
emphasizing the benefits of a structured approach. 
Formality appears beneficial, but we should recognize that prod-
uct development is not a routine process. Bradshaw (1995, page 13) 
describes it as "a dynamic affair, running from here to there, trouble-
shooting, communicating, motivating, learning, deciding, informing." 
Some parts of the process may benefit from formality more than 
others. Avlonitis, Papastathopoulou, and Gounaris (2001) concluded 
that the degree of formality did not seem to bear a significant impact 
on achievement of management objectives in relation to new-to-the-
market services (where perhaps there was less experience to produce a 
formal process), though it helped for other innovations. 
We should also emphasize that many new products do not succeed. 
Boulding, Morgan, and Staelin (1997), in a general survey, say that se-
nior managers often remain committed to a losing course of action. 
They suggest either commitment to a predetermined decision rule or 
introduction of a new decision-maker at the time of the stop/no stop 
decision. Including this as a formal part of the plan was also highlighted 
as a success factor by Cooper (1999). 
We may also add that formality can playa part in ensuring that 
cross-functional teams are established, and that there is effective selling 
of the development to the distribution channels. Successful firms can 
determine what is needed in innovation and can formalize and continue 
doing it. 
4 Impact 
4.1 Success Criteria 
In looking to find what works well in an innovation, what do firms 
consider to be the objectives they are seeking from product innovation? 
This may not be straightforward. lohne (1993) indicates a reluctance 
on the part of insurers to use explicit formal criteria for evaluating 
products. When aims were articulated by top management, these were 
typically in terms of sales targets over what had been achieved in the 
past. 
Bradshaw's (1995) case study of a whole life and critical illness prod-
uct included the comment (page 20): "There was no explicit sales target. 
However, there was a corporate target of doubling business within three 
years up to the end of 1995 and an implicit target of at least maintain-
ing our share of the IFA [independent financial advisor] market in these 
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fields ... These seem as 'accurate' as any other projected sales figures I 
have seen." 
There can be a number of criteria for evaluating product develop-
ment projects. One might suggest that the key test is the impact of the 
innovation on the market value of the firm. In a general survey, Chaney, 
Devinney, and Winer (1991) find that the announcement of a new prod-
uct increased the share price of a firm by about 0.75% on average over a 
3-day period. In practice, however, more concrete measures related to 
the innovation are required; a longer-term perspective is appropriate. 
Share price is not relevant to some types of organization. 
Hultink and Robben (1995), in a general survey, find that, in the 
short term, firms emphasize product-level measures of success, such 
as speed to market and whether the product was launched on time. 
The efficiency of the product innovation process itself is important, 
and Stern and Whittemore (1998) describe some significant differences 
between U.S. insurers in this respect. In the long term, Hultink and 
Robben find that the focus is on customer acceptance and financial 
performance, including attaining goals for profitability, margins and 
return on investment. Four factors were perceived as equally impor-
tant for short-term and long-term success: customer satisfaction (the 
most important), customer acceptance, meeting quality guidelines, and 
product performance level. 
lohne (1993) considers success criteria. Market share success says 
that customers are responding to the new product; but in addition to 
market-based measures, a firm needs supply measures to ensure that, 
as a supplier, the firm is managing to meet customer needs profitably. 
This raises the issue of whether the marketing and financial man-
agers both have an input to setting objectives and monitoring success. 
Marketeers may not be aware of the benefits of using actuarial tech-
niques where applicable. Indeed, marketing managers may also have a 
different stance from consumers. 
Edgett and Snow (1996) describe the performance measures used by 
the Canadian financial services industry (banks, insurance companies, 
trusts, and credit unions). These measures were derived from a ques-
tionnaire study addressing measurement issues for customer satisfac-
tion, product quality, and new product success. For each of these three 
sections respondents indicated which of several possible measurement 
approaches they used. Table 1 shows the proportion of respondents 
using the most frequently used measures and presents the measures 
regarded as most helpful, based on the average score given by the re-
spondents. 
Table 1 
Product Innovation Performance Measures 
Customer 
Satisfaction 
Most Frequently Used 
Increase in number of customers (92%) 
Increase in portfolio dollars (85%) 
Complaint measurements (80%) 
Market share (75%) 
Product Quality Increase in sales (96%) 
Increase in income (88%) 
Reduced operating costs (85%) 
Increase in market share (84%) 
New Product Sales growth against objectives (96%) 
Performance Total sales (units/revenue) (94%) 
Number of new customers (94%) 
Profitability (93%) 
Most Helpful 
Direct personal interview (2.2) 
Measure of customer expectations 
and perceptions (2.3) 
Increase in number of customers (2.6) 
Focus groups (2.6) 
Increase in customer satisfaction (2.3) 
Increase in sales (2.4) 
Increase in market share (2.5) 
Delivery performance (2.6) 
Number of new customers (2.0) 
Improved customer loyalty (2.1) 
Provides a means to gain a 
competitive advantage (2.1) 
Market share and sales levels 
against objectives (2.3) 
Notes: The results in parentheses in Column 3 are based on a scale form 1 (extremely helpful) to 7 (not at all helpful). 
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Some of the conclusions from the study were: 
• Most institutions have begun to use mUltiple measures for deter-
mining success and failure; 
• Most are unhappy with the measurement techniques in use; 
• Most need more customer input; 
• Clearer objectives need to be set for new products; and 
• Benchmarking needs to be applied to the measures of success. 
4.2 Indirect Benefits 
Firms may also gain from indirect benefits when they innovate. Eas-
ingwood and Percival (1990) studied 18 examples of product innovation 
in financial firms; all were at least minor successes, with the bias toward 
the more successful. The firms identified six indirect benefits, in order 
of importance, were: 
• Corporate reputation: e.g., Bank of Scotland's introduction of its 
Home and Office Banking System is thought to have improved its 
image as well as that of Scottish banking in the financial world, 
indicating that clear technological advances were taking place; 
• Existing customers buying more existing products: managers ar-
gued that the new product adds to the range and so makes it more 
likely that a customer will see the firm as able to satisfy all his/her 
financial needs. For example, Cornhill Insurance Group found that 
the introduction of an investment-linked flexible unit-based per-
manent health insurance package stimulated broker interest in its 
existing products; 
• Improved new product development capability: the system devel-
oped to launch the new product can provide a platform to help fu-
ture new products; the other benefit is the extra expertise gained; 
• New customers buying existing products: an area where large or-
ganizations with a significant number of product lines can have 
an advantage, although they do not always prove to be successful; 
• Improved loyalty of existing customers: American Express helped 
to reinforce the loyalty of its members to the company when it 
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built ATMs in railway stations and airports throughout the world-
travelers need financial services when on the move, and the conve-
nient provision of these services helped tie members to the com-
pany;and 
• Helping redirect the company in a new direction: a n~w prod-
uct can help the company emphasize markets in which it was not 
strong (or not present). For example, a switch in the market's per-
ception of Thomas Cook was achieved through its provision of a 
foreign exchange service. 
The survey found that the overall value of indirect benefits was only 
a little less than the direct financial return from the product. There 
was also a clear association between the success of the product and the 
number of high indirect benefits. 
Daniel and Tomkin (1999) considered three innovations in bank-
ing: Bank of Scotland's screen-based banking, First Direct, and Mondex. 
They identified, in addition to product-level benefits, some firm-level 
benefits. An example was the development of new competencies; for 
example, Bank of Scotland developed a sales force to close the sale, 
which could be used in other situations. Others were: 
• Bank of Scotland; access to new market (England), bank seen as 
innovative, perceived positive impact on share price, platform for 
future development; 
• First Direct (which introduced telephone banking in the U.K.): seen 
as innovative, dominant brand established, referral sales, building 
loyalty; and 
• Mondex (a smart card producer): seen as a technology innovator; 
major brand established, formed key alliances, a platform for fu-
ture card-based developments. 
Such benefits should be recognized in deciding whether to go ahead 
with, and measuring the success of, a product development. Daniel and 
Tomkin warned of the difficulties because company-wide benefits can 
be unexpected or affect intangibles (e.g., reputation), or arise over time 
frames longer than that used for the project evaluation. 
4.3 Distinguishing Features of Success 
Here we review some surveys that have looked specifically at what 
distinguishes successful from unsuccessful innovations. There are two 
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particular concerns in these evaluations. First, much of the literature 
is from surveys of marketing managers. Others may have a different 
perspective. For example, the possible conflicts between marketing and 
financial directors have not been explored fully. Second, a product may 
be successful in the short term, but fail over a longer time frame, de-
pending on the economic environment. 
Adams, Day, and Dougherty (1998), in a general study, refer to re-
search having demonstrated that the top success factors for new prod-
ucts are: 
• A differentiated product that offers superior customer value; and 
• A strong market orientation reflected in a thorough understanding 
of customers' needs and wants, the competitive situation, and the 
market environment. 
Cooper (1999), in a general survey, delineated eight common de-
nominators of success: 
• Up-front homework pays off; 
• Build in the voice of the customer; 
• Seek differentiated, superior products; 
• Demand sharp, stable, and early product definition; 
• Plan and resource the market launch, '" early in the game; 
• Build tough go/kill points into your process; 
• Organize around true cross-functional project teams; and 
• Build an international orientation into your new product process. 
Easingwood and Storey (1991) surveyed marketing managers in U.K. 
financial services firms to give their views on 77 new financial prod-
ucts identified from the trade press: 64 were judged to be successful, 
13 unsuccessful. Respondents to the survey rated 43 attributes (in 9 
factor groups) on a 9-point scale (1 = very much hindered the success 
of the product; 9 = very much helped the success of the product). The 
significant (at the 1% level) differences in scores between successful (S) 
and unsuccessful (U) products are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Attribute Scores of Successful and Unsuccessful Products 
There was quality in the delivery of the service 
The organization had a reputation for quality 
A good fit between product, delivery system, and organizational structure 
Product was considered a quality product compared to competitive products 
Product had a strong brand image 
Communication strategy was consistent with marketing strategy 
Delivery was supported by an extensive branch network 
There was investment in the training of the staff 
The product offered unique benefits to the customer 
The product was considered innovative 
Product was conceived quickly and implemented in response to market 
Mean Value 
S U 
7.0 5.0 
7.7 4.9 
6.8 3.2 
7.1 5.6 
6.9 4.9 
6.8 5.2 
6.9 5.2 
7.0 5.7 
6.9 5.7 
7.0 5.8 
6.8 5.2 
Notes: The differences in scores between successful (S) and unsuccessful (U) products are Significant at the 1% 
level. Factors correlating with overall success were overall quality, differentiated product, product fit and internal 
marketing, and use of technology. 
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We have seen the success in telephone banking, followed by its use in 
personal lines general insurance. In the U.K., the latter was introduced 
most successfully by Direct Line. They then established Direct Line Life, 
for telephone selling of term insurance, but sales were negligible and 
the company closed. This is a dramatic example of an innovation suc-
ceeding in one area, failing in another. This reflects the genuine differ-
ences between banking, general insurance, and life insurance products. 
Life insurance is more complex than other financial services, and the 
need for agent intervention is more crucial. The different distribution 
systems of banking, general, and life insurance are bound to influence 
innovation. While we can have a generic factor for innovation, which 
is that there needs to be a good fit between the product and the distri-
bution systems, this has different implications in the various subsets 
of the industry. We have seen similar issues with the internet, which is 
most easily adapted for banking and then general insurance. 
5 Conclusions 
5.1 Background Factors 
What does the literature tell us about why innovation succeeds or 
fails? First, we note some background factors that can be influential 
in either encouraging or discouraging innovation. A strict regulatory 
environment can reduce firms' incentives and motivation to innovate. 
On the other hand, if regulations encourage competition and there are 
profit incentives for firms that can distinguish themselves, innovation 
is more likely (Finsinger, Hammond, and Tapp, 1985; Wein, 2002). 
Innovations may be stimulated by some specific regulatory event, 
such as new product terms or designs being permitted, new tax rules, 
or changes in public sector social security programs that interact with 
private sector provision (Section 2.4). There may also be some adverse 
event that leads companies to change their products (Section 2.1.2). 
Technology also can lead firms to produce new product designs, 
processes, and delivery systems. 
5.2 Firm-Specific Criteria 
Given the above background factors, there are some common themes 
that help explain why some firms are more successful than others. We 
highlight four reasons, which are linked. 
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First, some firms have a passion for innovation, which is an inte-
gral part of their strategy (Section 2.1.3). Not only will innovation be 
a key objective of such firms, but also the resulting new products can 
be expected to be more different compared to firms where innovation 
is a lesser priority. The surveys in Section 4.3 indicated that differen-
tiated products were a distinguishing feature of success. Furthermore, 
these firms will also be determined to implement using development 
processes that are known to work rather than designed ad hoc. 
Second, the successful firms recognize the importance of internal 
co-ordination, with a good fit between the product, the delivery system, 
and the organization (again as evidenced in Section 4.3). This means 
having cross-functional teams to develop the product. Such teams are, 
of course, common, but ~e have also seen differences in the way they 
can work, with, for example, benefits if firms ensure that old functional 
objectives do not intervene to cause friction (Section 3.3). 
Third is the adage of remember the customer. Success depends on 
both sales and costs, but if the customer is forgotten and the sales do 
not appear, the development is a waste (Oliver, 2000). We have seen that 
success is, at least in part, a matter of sales. The surveys in Section 4.3 
demons.trate that product differences make a significant difference to 
the likelihood that the innovation will be a success. We should also bear 
in mind, however, that if there is a proliferation of similar products, the 
customer perspective could be that the benefits are barely worthwhile. 
Last, we emphasize the benefit to firms if they have a formal product 
development procedure (Section 3.5). Up-front homework, planning, 
and tough go/kill pOints are examples of steps that can enhance the 
likelihood of success. Perhaps too many unsuccessful products go to 
market because there were not appropriate go/kill points in the devel-
opment process. Formality can also include having formal objectives, 
which may include indirect benefits. 
We also see benefits if firms are innovating regularly. One aspect 
of this is establishing a reputation as an innovative firm. In addition, 
innovation is a learning experience. Successful innovative firms can 
learn how to carry out internal co-ordination. These firms formalize 
the innovation process. Success is more likely if firms have innovation 
at the heart of their strategy and give priority to the needs of customers. 
5.3 Success Factors 
What works well in one situation may not work in another. In some 
cases we find products developed to meet particular regulatory or tax 
circumstances, where they are of narrow application. We still have 
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countries where particular likes or dislikes may hinder rapid interna-
tional innovation. For example, many continental European countries 
have a long-established preference for participating life insurance poli-
cies. Whatever the merits of unit-linked products, the inroads they have 
made into those countries have been slow. 
Rapidly increasing technological developments will help innovation 
transmission. There are, however, differences between subsets of the 
financial services industry that react differently to innovation. The dif-
ferent distribution channels used pose particular issues. 
We have seen that use of the telephone and internet was earlier for 
banking and general insurance than for life insurance. The subsets 
of the financial services industry have adopted solutions for their cus-
tomers that reflect historical differences, although these have genuine 
effects: for example, a bank with a large branch network will take this 
into account in deciding how to develop new products, and must incor-
porate its distribution system in the development process (Johne and 
Pavlidis, 1996; Strieter et al. 1997). 
On the other hand, life insurance is complex, and its long-term na-
ture may lead customers to seek agent advice, especially when they may 
not be in regular contact with their provider in the future (unlike bank-
ing), and where they may suffer penalties if they subsequently decide 
to terminate the contract. This has led to telephone and internet sales 
of life insurance being slower to develop than in the case of banking 
and general insurance. 
At the end of the day, customers determine whether a product is 
worthwhile. The surveys in Section 4.3 indicated the characteristics 
of products, in particular those differentiated with high quality and 
customer value, that made innovations worth the effort and the risk 
involved. While this is gratifying, we should also recall the role of the 
intermediaries, who may have a strong role in the development process, 
which may lead to products over-engineered for their benefit (Gupta and 
Westall, 1993; Her Majesty's Treasury, 2001), with resulting question 
marks about whether the development was worthwhile (Oliver, 2000). 
The surveys reviewed in this paper demonstrate that innovation can 
take place in a number of different ways. There is indeed no unique 
secret for innovation. We have also seen that what works well in one 
situation may not work elsewhere. It is also clear that there are several 
common factors that tend to lead to success, and there are benefits to 
firms in identifying and adopting these best-practice principles. 
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